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Preface
This document is the result of the thesis of the postgraduate study program on
EDP auditing at VU University Amsterdam. It covers the topic of IT auditing in a
specific area: Process Control Networks (PCN).
As part of our profession, we got acquainted with PCNs and KPMG offered us the
chance to join the 2008 European Community SCADA and Process Control
Summit organized by the SANS institute in October 2008, followed by a hands-on
control systems cyber security training organized by the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security. We would like to thank KPMG and Peter Kornelisse in special
for letting us attend this training.
While learning more and more about PCNs and their specific risks, we realized
that not much attention is paid to this specific area by IT auditors in general.
Furthermore, PCNs are often not managed by the regular IT department, but are
mostly managed by people in the business. We also noticed that the design and
management of PCNs is often more focused on functionality rather than security.
In previous decades, this was not a very hard issue, as PCNs were logically and
physically segregated from each other and other networks like the office LAN.
However, nowadays, more and more interconnections are made (e.g. to update
stock levels in the ERP systems based on values in the PCN). The complexity and
impact on failure (either intentionally or unintentionally) of such critical PCNs
intrigued us a lot. In our opinion, these critical networks therefore deserve more
attention from IT auditors. This thesis might be a good introduction into PCN
security for IT auditors and form a guide on how to audit these kinds of systems.
We have been very happy with the comments and advice from Hans IJkel and
Kees van Hoof. We would like to thank them for their efforts and support, their
patience, their advice, based on years of experience, and their challenging
questions that made us focus more on the important issues.

ir. S.F. (Sjoerd) Peerlkamp
ir. M.B. (Maarten) Nieuwenhuis
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1
1.1

Introduction
Introduction

For the IT audit postgraduate programs and IT auditors in general, the “Office IT”
environment is the main area of research. The “Office IT” environment consists of
all regular IT equipment used in the office space. This includes everything from
the hardware (e.g. file servers, workstations, network equipment, and tape
libraries) till the software (e.g. financial or business intelligence suites, office
applications, scripts).
The confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA) of the environment are ensured
by all kinds of processes and procedures (i.e. IT Service Management). ITIL is the
most widely accepted approach to IT service management in the world [ITIL09].
ITIL provides a cohesive set of best practices, drawn from the public and private
sectors internationally. An example of a process that can be derived from ITIL is
the Change Management process.
In general, the maturity of the “Office IT” has increased over the past decade.
This is partly the result of all kinds of tightened legislation like the Sarbanes
Oxley act (SOx). On July 30, 2002, President Bush signed into law the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002, which he characterized as "the most far reaching reforms of
American business practices since the time of Franklin Delano Roosevelt"
[SEC09]. The Act mandated a number of reforms to enhance corporate
responsibility, enhance financial disclosures and combat corporate and accounting
fraud, and created the "Public Company Accounting Oversight Board," also known
as the PCAOB, to oversee the activities of the auditing profession. This may be
considered the first legislations this far reaching when regarding IT.
But there is more than “Office IT”. In this thesis, we take a closer look at the
“Industrial IT” environment. This “Industrial IT” environment is often responsible
for the control of manufacturing processes. One can find this kind of IT systems
for example in refineries, production plants, electrical infrastructure and drinking
and waste water treatment. Most of the times, the disruption of these systems
can have a large impact on the financials, the environment or even the life of
people.
By means of this thesis, we would like to introduce the IT auditor into the
“Industrial IT” environment. As explained above, this environment has important
societal and financial interests. The IT auditor could be involved in the risk
assessment of new environments (e.g. design and interconnectivity) or could be
involved in the review and risk assessment of current “Industrial IT”
environments. The IT auditor could also audit these environments in order to
demonstrate compliance with laws and regulations for “Industrial IT”
environments (as opposed to SOx). Examples of these regulations include the
NERC (North American Electric Reliability Corporation) Critical Infrastructure
Protections standards as enforced by law in the United States. Please refer to
Chapter 2 for the reasons for research, the research questions and the research
approach.
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1.2

Reading guide

Chapter 2 will present the reasons for research, the goal, the research questions
and research approach. In addition, the CIA triad and STRIDE will be briefly
discussed.
Chapter 3 will introduce the reader into the “Industrial IT” environment, including
frequently used terminology, components and recent changes in communication
topology.
Chapter 4 will present the main differences between the “Office IT” and
“Industrial IT” environments.
Chapter 5 will focus on the risks involved in “Industrial” IT environments. These
risks are important because mitigating controls should be in place to limit these
risks.
Chapter 6 will focus on the legislation, good practices and control frameworks
that already exist.
Chapter 7 will present the risks specific to “Industrial IT” environments and by
also using other frameworks will conclude in one specific framework to address
the risks specific to “Industrial IT” environments.
Chapter 8 will discuss our conclusions (i.e. answers to the research questions)
and will provide recommendations and suggestions for future research.
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2

Research Approach

This chapter will present the research approach. First of all, we will present the
reasons for research. Afterwards, we will present the goal and accompanying
research questions that will be answered in this thesis. Finally, the research
approach is discussed.

2.1

Reasons for Research

During some preliminary research, we noticed that the “Industrial IT”
environment is and will be changing during the last and upcoming decades. The
office IT will probably also be going through large changes in the future, however,
we will concentrate on PCNs (Process Control network) here. For more
information and a definition of PCNs, please refer to Section 3. The PCNs and the
“Industrial IT” environment used to be fully segregated (isolated) from other
PCNs and the “Office IT” environment. However, more and more interconnections
are introduced in newer environments and even unsupported systems are
modified to support interconnections. These interconnections are introduced both
between different PCNs and between PCNs and the “Office IT” (e.g. to represent
current stock levels in the BI (Business Intelligence, logistic) software in the
Office IT environment). In this way the formerly isolated PCNs became exposed
to new risks. More detailed information about this change can be found in Section
3.4.
These changes from isolated systems to fully interconnected systems introduced
new risks to the “Industrial IT” environment. An attacker could for example hack
the workstation of a salesman via the Internet (“Office IT”) and gain access to the
“Industrial IT” environment via the interconnections between the “Office IT” and
“Industrial IT” environment. In this way, the attacker could for example shut
down the power plant or production plant or even blow things up in the worst
case scenario. Therefore, PCN security should get more attention, also from IT
auditors, as the interconnectivity is growing.

2.2

Goal

The goal of this thesis is to provide insight in the most important security risks
that are exposed to the implementation and management of PCNs integrated with
the office IT environment. The goal is to present a framework to mitigate the
currently most important threats posed to PCNs. To emphasize on the goal: the
framework will not address a complete set of all measures or controls which
should be implemented. Instead it will deal with the threats which are currently
posed and mitigating measures which need to be additionally implemented on top
of existing control sets or measures taken.

2.2.1

Research Questions

The research goal as stated in Section 2.2 resulted in the following research
question:
“What are currently the most important risks that are exposed to the
implementation and management of Process Control Networks and how
can we determine whether a company is in control?”
In order to answer this research question, we deducted multiple sub-questions:
1

What are PCNs?

2

What are the most important differences between PCNs (“Industrial IT”) and
“Office IT”?
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3

What are the most important risks and associated threat that are related to
the implementation and management of PCNs?

4

What kind of control framework can be used to determine whether a company
is in control over the risks as introduced in question 3?

2.3

Research approach

To aid in answering the questions above, we joined the 2008 European
Community SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) and Process
Control Summit [SANS08]. This conference was organized by the SANS
(SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) institute in cooperation with the
Department of Homeland Security of the United States. Together with a literature
study and research, this provided us with enough background information to
answer the first three questions.

2.4

CIA and STRIDE

We have chosen to include the use of the CIA triad within
this thesis, because the CIA triad is considered the
cornerstone in both information security theory and practice. Although the CIA triad can be considered a basic
information security concept, we choose to include it in this
thesis as a measure for information security in PCNs. CIA is
actually an acronym which stands for Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.
Integrity can be divided into data integrity, accountability, authenticity, and
authorization. Protecting data integrity means protecting data from being
tampered with by unauthorized entities. Accountability means that all actions
should be traceable to the entity that committed them. Authenticity means that
information and the system itself is genuine (authentic). [CIA1]
We would like to return to the (extended) CIA triad throughout this thesis to keep
a strong relation with the theory behind information security.
Microsoft has developed the STRIDE threat model [MS09], which takes the CIA
triad as a starting point and maps possible threats to the CIA triad. We have
chosen to make use of the STRIDE model, because it suits the purpose of
discovering (unknown) threats well. STRIDE is also an acronym:
Spoofing identity: also known as impersonation, including privileges.
Tampering with data: unauthorized alteration to data in storage or transit.
Repudiation: traceability of user action.
Information disclosure: unauthorized disclosure of information in storage of
transit.
Denial of service: to deny operations or access.
Elevation of privilege: to gain increased privileges, which allow for an increased
influence over computers or systems.
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The relationship between CIA and STRIDE can be summarized as follows:
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Table 1 - Mapping between (extended) CIA and STRIDE
For our thesis we will make use of the STRIDE model to assist in discovering
threats for a limited domain or part of PCNs. We think STRIDE is a nice model to
use and easy to map to CIA, which is why we chose to include it within this thesis
(please refer to chapter 5 for details).
However, literature has been used to identify more detailed risks to PCNs.
Nevertheless, both the CIA and STRIDE models will be used in Section 5.3.5 to
help with identifying root-cause analyses of risks posed to PCNs.
For more information about the CIA triad and STRIDE we would like to refer to
the appendices.
We will make use of this model (where appropriate) to keep a strong link with
information security theory. In chapter 5 we will return to the STRIDE model.
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3

Introduction to PCNs

3.1

Introduction

This chapter will introduce PCNs. It will discuss the terminology, the components
that can be used in PCNs and the communication topologies that can be used.

3.2

Terminology

PCNs (PCNs) are networks that mostly consist of real-time industrial process
control systems used to centrally monitor and (over the local network) control
remote or local industrial equipment such as motors, valves, pumps, relays, etc.
Process Control Systems are also referred to as Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems or Distributed Control Systems (DCS).
PCNs are used in all kinds of (production) environments. Examples of these
environments include chemical plant processes, oil and gas pipelines, electrical
generation and transmission equipment, manufacturing facilities, traffic signal
management and water purification and distribution infrastructure.
PCNs can consist of hundreds, thousands or tens of thousands of remotely
managed control points and can therefore constitute a very complex
infrastructure.Most control points require real-time communication and a highavailability environment.

3.3

PCN components

This Section presents an overview of the most frequent used components in a
PCN.

3.3.1

Programmable Logic Controller

A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a controller working in production
facilities for basic logical processes. The input for the logical process comes from
all kinds of sensors like water level, valve status, speed, temperature, etc. The
output of the PLC can be a signal to control valves, engine speeds or other types
of actions. The PLC has a predefined sequence that will be run continuously. This
sequence will read all inputs and control the outputs based on the input values.
A PLC can replace many (e.g. 1000) old-fashion relays in a very small box. PLCs
function mainly as black boxes with only some debugging interfaces in case of
emergency. However as computing power increases, more and more PLCs are
equipped with Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs).
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The picture below shows some typical PLCs [PLC09].

Figure 1 – Typical PLCs

3.3.2

Human Machine Interface

The Human Machine Interface (HMI) is the interface via which the users can
interact with parts of the PCN. The HMI will present current values (e.g. water
levels) to the user and the user can control the system (e.g. opening valves). HMI
is also often referred to as Man Machine Interface (MMI), Human Computer
Interface (HCI), Operator Interface Console (OIC) or Operator Interface Terminal
(OIT).
Examples of HMIs in a PCN include: command line interfaces, graphical user
interfaces (GUI), touch screen interfaces and web-based interfaces.
The picture below shows an example of an HMI [ANS09]. An operator can see the
current state of valves and sensor values and can change the settings by clicking
on some of the items.

Figure 2 – Example of an HMI

3.3.3

Remote Terminal Unit

A Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) is an autonomous control system for simple logical
processes. It has often a build-in GUI for human configuration and control and
can for example be used for monitoring of a single pump station or monitoring
and control of oil and gas pipelines on remote locations. The RTU can control
multiple PLCs.
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The picture below is an example of an RTU, produced by MultiTrode [MUL09].

Figure 3 – Example of an RTU

3.3.4

Master Terminal Unit

Master Terminal Units (MTUs) are central monitoring and control stations that
control the components (e.g. PLCs) in the PCN. The Master Terminal Unit is
usually defined as the master or heart of a PCN and is often located at the
operator's central control facility. Historically, those MTUs were Unix-based
systems, but many contemporary MTUs are now Microsoft Windows based. The
MTU can monitor and control multiple RTUs on remote locations.

3.3.5

Relationship between PCN components

The picture below shows a typical relationship between all described PCN
components.
The user has access to the Human Machine Interface. That interface is connected
to the Master Terminal Unit. The MTU is the heart of the PCN and controls the
Remote Terminal Units. Those Remote Terminal Units can monitor and control the
Programmable Logic Controllers. These PLCs will be connected to various sensors
and actuators.

Figure 4 – Typical relationship between PCN components
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3.4

Communication Topology (past vs. current)

3.4.1

Past communication topology

In the previous decade(s), the industrial IT production environment had
numerous smaller PCNs that were each responsible for a small part of the
production chain. Communication was exclusively possible within the single
production cell and was used for simple data exchange (e.g. between HMI, RTU
and PLC). Therefore no communication between cells or between the office
network and the production cell was possible.
For network communication, mostly proprietary protocols were in use. It is hard
to interface these proprietary (unsupported) protocols with modern IT. Examples
of these protocols include Modbus, Sinec H1, Profibus, CANopen, DeviceNet and
Foundation Fieldbus.
All communication was focused on real-time data transmission. This means that
low-latency of system in- and output including computation and transfer were
crucial.
Most system components were proprietary hardware with proprietary firmware.
At the network layer, different kinds of transport mechanisms were in use, but
most of the devices used serial links for point-to-point communication over
smaller distances.
The picture below shows the “old” network topology.

Figure 5 – Past PCN network topology

3.4.2

Present communication topology

In the past, all production cells were isolated from each other as well as from the
office IT network. However, as computing power grew, there was more and more
a need to interconnect these networks to provide additional ease to the end user;
for instance: provide additional information (e.g. for business intelligence
purposes) or remote control functionality. Furthermore, there was a need to
standardize the communication protocols and hardware used.
The network communication was standardized to “Industrial Ethernet”, with
consistent (open standard) protocols such as TCP/IP.
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The hardware was more and more based on standardized architectures like
Wintel. However, these standard systems were either certified by the vendor for
use in the production environment or customized embedded versions were made
for real-time processing and communication purposes.
Inter-connection between the production cells and office network made it possible
to for example access HMIs via the office network (or even the Internet!) and for
example to update real-time the stock levels in the SAP systems in the office
environment based on the readings from the production cells.
The picture below shows the “new” communication topology, including the interconnected networks.

Figure 6 - New PCN network topology
The inter-communication between the production cells and inter-communication
between production cells and the office network introduced new risks, for
example due to the use of insecure communication protocols that used to be
physically segregated from the office network. More on these risks can be found
in Chapter 5 - Risks related to PCNs.
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4
4.1

PCNs vs. Office IT
Introduction

Traditionally, (internal and external) IT auditors and security people have focused
virtually all attention on the “office” side of the network, ignoring the parallel
“hidden” half of the network associated with process control systems and
embedded systems.
Process control systems and embedded systems use different protocols, different
jargon, and no one ever really mentioned them during an IT audit. The PCNs
were out of sight and out of mind, and “handled” by hardware guys in the
production department.
Unfortunately, “hidden” does not always equal physically or logically separated,
as described in Section 3.4.2. As a consequence, the PCNs may pose a risk to the
office IT and vice versa. Therefore, the IT auditor should also focus on the PCNs.
This Section will explain the most important differences between Office IT and
PCNs.

4.2

PCN vs. Office IT

While enterprise network security is undeniably important, unlike enterprise
network security, SCADA security compromises can have real world life safety
impacts. That is the first big difference between PCN and Office IT Security.
An enterprise network security breach might result in financial consequences,
customer privacy might be compromised, systems might need to be rebuilt, spam
might get sent, etcetera. But life goes on. When a PCN security breach takes
place, property (i.e. physical goods) might be destroyed, with often large financial
consequences, and people might get hurt or even killed.
The pictures below are an example of what can happen if a PCN fails (it appeared
not to be a security breach in this case). The pictures show the results of a
gasoline pipeline rupture and explosion in Whatcom Creek and did actually kill
people [CUT01].
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Figure 7 – Impact of pipeline rupture and explosion, Whatcom Creek
More of these incidents, including security breaches, can be found in Section 5.2.
Furthermore, because PCN devices (often with embedded controllers) tend to
have limited computational power, and were historically connected via low speed
serial lines, PCN protocols tend to be quite simple, with little or no protection
against spoofing, replay attacks, or a variety of denial of service attacks.
Another difference between Office IT and PCNs is that industrial plants tend to be
far longer life cycle projects than Office IT. Ten, fifteen or twenty year project
lives are by no means uncommon. As a result, the devices that may be deployed
as part of that construction may be virtual antiques by the time the facility is
finally decommissioned, and there’s no provision for refreshing those devices the
way you might upgrade out of date PCs in the office IT environment. Remote
devices (RTUs and PLCs) also tend to be hard to upgrade. The devices may use
an OS and application that was burned to ROM (read-only memory), which is not
rewritable (e.g. for a firmware upgrade). Furthermore, the devices might be
physically sealed and not upgradeable, or might be located in a difficult location
(e.g. far below sea level). And last but not least, the vendor may no longer be in
business, or may not be producing upgrades, or the vendor may not be allowing
upgrades. The risk which is associated with these differences is that errors or
vulnerabilities in existing code or additions to existing code can not be made. This
may result in security risks for these PCNs.
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The differences mentioned above and additional differences between PCNs and
Office IT are summarized in the table below. This table was constructed using
various sources also used elsewhere in this thesis.
Subject

Office IT

PCN

Risk Impact

Loss of data and money.

Loss of production (money),
equipment and human life.

Anti-virus

Widely used.

Often difficult / impossible to
deploy due to processing power or
proprietary systems.

Lifetime

3-5 years

10-20 years

Patching

Frequent (often daily).

Slow (required vendor approval) or
none. Even unsupported versions
are still in use.

Change

Frequent.

Rare.

Time criticality

Delays are acceptable.

Time critical (real-time).

Availability

Office hours (e.g. 5*12 hours
per week).

Around the clock (24*7*365)
availability required.

Calculated availability
required. Outages are
acceptable (e.g. maintenance
windows).

Outages are not acceptable and
might result in the shutdown of a
full production plant, resulting in
loss of production and money.

Security
skills
and awareness

Fairly good, including regular
security audits.

Fairly poor, almost no security
audits.

Security testing

Widely used.

Rarely used and must be used with
care1.

Physical
security

Usually secured datacenters
and guarded.

Often remote and unmanned
locations.

Process

Transactions, batches and file
handling.

Real time, “Fire & Forget”.

Delay and failures are mostly
recoverable or can be
repeated.

Delays and distortions are NOT
recoverable.
Process time is 1sec / 1 minute.

Process time is 1 day / 1 week

Failures

The cost of failures can be
calculated and alternative
plans (e.g. other locations)
can be implemented.

The costs of failures can NOT be
calculated. There is no limit to the
costs of a failure (e.g. loss of
human life).

1

While a ping sweep was being performed on an active SCADA network that
controlled 9-foot robotic arms, it was noticed that one arm became active and
swung around 180 degrees. The controller for the arm was in standby mode
before the ping sweep was initiated. Luckily, the person in the room was outside
the reach of the arm [DUG05]. This example shows that normal audit procedures
can have unexpected (and potentially deadly) results.
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Subject
System

Relation
user

with

Innovation
Relation
vendors

with

Development
and changes

Office IT

PCN

Central computer system with
large files systems or
databases.

Full distributed system, many small
systems, many different vendors.

Many users for one system
(e.g. mail, SAP).

Limited users for a system (e.g.
operator).

New releases (e.g. once a
year) by vendor.

Iterative process with many small
changes anywhere in the process.

There is one supplier / main
contractor.

There are many suppliers /
contractors.

Off-line tests possible, there is
a time for evaluation.

Due to interaction with production,
there is hardly time for testing.

Repeated configurations.

Specialized systems: one–off
configurations.

Table 2 – Office IT versus PCNs
Due to the different characteristics between PCNs and Office IT, the
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability also have different priorities in these two
environments. In the Office IT environment, in most cases the confidentiality
(e.g. patents, privacy related information, BI information) is more important than
the availability. However, in the PCNs, the availability is more important than the
confidentiality (e.g. shutdown of a whole plant if some parts malfunction).

4.3

Common misconceptions about PCN security

To conclude this chapter, we would like to present some common misconceptions
about PCN security as identified by Riptech [RIP01].

4.3.1

The SCADA system resides on a physically separate,
standalone network

Most SCADA systems were originally built before and often separate from other
corporate networks (refer to Section 3.4 - Communication Topology (past vs.
current)). As a result, IT managers typically operate on the assumption that
these systems cannot be accessed through corporate networks or from remote
access points. Unfortunately, this belief is usually fallacious as in reality; PCNs
and corporate IT systems are often bridged for remote access or business
intelligence information purposes.

4.3.2

Connections between SCADA systems and other
corporate networks are protected by strong access
controls

Many of the interconnections between office networks and PCNs require the
integration of systems with different communications standards. The result is
often an infrastructure that is engineered to move data successfully between two
unique systems. Due to the complexity of integrating disparate systems, network
engineers often fail to address the added burden of accounting for security risks.
As a result, access controls designed to protect PCN from unauthorized access
through office networks are usually minimal, which is largely attributable to the
fact that network managers often overlook key access points connecting these
networks.
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4.3.3

SCADA systems require specialized knowledge,
making them difficult for network intruders to access
and control

As discussed in Section 3.4, more and more proprietary components in PCNs are
being replaced by standardized components and network infrastructure. Modern
PCN systems use for example Ethernet and standardized protocols (e.g. Modbus).
The use of standardized network protocols allows even script kiddies to attack
these systems without in-depth knowledge. Automated vulnerability scanners like
Tenable Nessus that is widely used even include all kinds of SCADA plug-ins
[TEN09] to automatically detect weaknesses in the PCN environment.
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5

Risks related to PCNs

5.1

Introduction

As presented in Section 3.4, in the past, PCNs were physically isolated from other
networks. This was one of the main reasons that these systems have been
assumed to be secure, being isolated and only needed to be physically secured.
With the rise of the Internet (TCP/IP and interconnectivity in general), there has
been significant added value to these systems. Advantages include efficiency
through integration with suppliers and clients and remote control of these
systems. This allowed the control over and operation of more complicated,
physical segregated and larger PCNs. However, the change in network topology
[GIA09] also introduced new risks [ENT09]. This chapter will identify this kind of
risks and other risks related to PCNs.
We start this chapter with presenting some incidents related to PCN security. As
will be discussed, PCNs can have a large negative impact on society (when things
go wrong), when compared to office IT systems. For example: a mishap in a
nuclear power plant PCN can have a large negative impact on the society as a
whole. Whereas problems in office IT systems need not necessarily lead to the
immediate loss of human life. We continue this chapter with identifying the risks
related to PCNs and analyzing trends in PCN security. The risks identified in this
chapter will be used in the next chapter in order to select controls that mitigate
these risks.

5.2

Example of incidents related to PCNs

The NERC CIP guideline 001-1 obligates “Disturbances or unusual occurrences,
suspected or determined to be caused by sabotage” to be reported [NERC09-1].
This provides useful information for this thesis with regard to PCN security
incidents. Some of these issues may not have been published if the CIP guideline
wouldn’t have existed. Issues of PCNs which aren’t obligated to answer to the
NERC guidelines don’t necessarily become public knowledge. Therefore a certain
bias is applicable to all known incidents related to PCN security incidents.

5.2.1

Incident 1: Davis-Besse Nuclear power plant

January 2003, Ohio, USA [SECF03]
The Slammer worm penetrated a private computer network at Davis-Besse
nuclear power plant, and disabled a safety monitoring system for nearly five
hours. Luckily the power plant had already been shut down for other reasons. The
worm gained access to the power plant through the network of a contractor. Both
networks were bridged and bypassed the nuclear power plant firewall completely.
From the corporate network, the plant network was infected by the worm, where
an unpatched Windows machine was operational. The worm crashed the Safety
Parameter Display System and the Plant Process Computer. Four hours and fifty
minutes were required to restore the SPDS and six hours and nine minutes to
restore the PPC.
A couple of threats can be summarized from this incident:
- connecting a third party network directly to the power plant corporate network;
- the interconnectivity between the PCN and the corporate network;
- no firewalls between the PCN and the corporate network;
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- unpatched machines within the PCN network (the patch had already been
available for six months to fix the MSSQL vulnerability that the Slammer worm
exploited).

5.2.2

Incident 2: Maroochy Shire Sewage Spill

March-April 2000, Queensland, Australia [THER01]
An Australian man made at least 46 successful attempts to hack into a
computerized waste management system. He was able to release one million
liters of raw sewage into local parks, rivers and even onto the property of a hotel.
Ecological damage to marine life on a large scale and stench to the surrounding
community was the result of his actions. The man was involved with installing
electronic systems and apparently was turned down for a job at the waste
management plant. Software on his laptop identified him as “Pumping Station 4”.
The man deactivated alarms and gained control over 300 SCADA nodes. The man
made at least 46 separate attacks on the waste management system. The police
found radio and computer equipment in his car and later investigations found his
laptop had been used at the time of the attacks and his hard drive contained
software for accessing and controlling the sewage management.
A couple of threats can be summarized from this incident:
- many attacks possible before apprehension;
- remote logon access unchanged after personnel change;
- lack of monitoring systems.

5.2.3

Incident 3: GAZPROM pipeline Incident 1999

1999, Russia [DHS07]
A disgruntled employee allegedly helped a group of hackers to gain control of the
computers systems of Gazprom, the major gas and oil producing and transport
company of Russia. The hackers gained control of the central switchboard by
using a Trojan Horse. A part of these systems included the regulation systems for
the gas transportation pipelines. These pipelines have been the subject of many
international disputes and as such are of great importance [DSTD09].
A couple of threats can be summarized from this incident:
- weak malware protection;
- interconnectivity between the PCN and the corporate network;
- inappropriate filtering of network traffic;
- remote access to critical infrastructure.

5.3

Identified risks and vulnerabilities

5.3.1

Risk and PCNs

We define risk as the probability of an event occurring as the result of a threat,
multiplied with the impact of the event occurring.
In the previous Section, the great impact of PCN security was made clear. It can
have a very large impact when the production process controlled by a PCN is
disrupted. Therefore, the probability of an event occurring with PCNs needn’t be
high to run great risks. The next Section will identify risks associated with PCNs.
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5.3.2

An introduction to risks and vulnerabilities for PCNs

In the past, PCNs were not designed with security in mind. These systems were
designed to control a production environment, nothing more and nothing less,
which sufficed at that time. Because of their recent integration with corporate IT
systems these systems are no longer physically isolated (refer to Section 3.4).
These two factors result in many new security risks.
The following top ten of vulnerabilities for control networks lists a few of the
problems with the design and maintenance of PCNs (in no particular order)
[MCA09, DHS08]:
1

Inadequate
security.

policies,

procedures

and

culture

governing

control

system

2

Poorly designed PCNs that fail to compartmentalize communication
connectivity fail to employ sufficient “defense-in-depth” mechanisms, fail to
restrict “trusted access” to the control system network, that rely on “security
through obscurity” as a security mechanism.

3

Badly configured operating systems and embedded devices that allow unused
features and functions to be exploited; untimely (or impossible)
implementation of software and firmware patches; inadequate or impossible
(refer to example with robotic arm) testing of patches prior to
implementation.

4

Use of inappropriate or inadequately secured wireless communication.

5

Use of non-dedicated communication channels for command and control and
non-deterministic communication such as Internet-based PCNs. A lack of
adequate authentication of control system communication-protocol traffic.

6

Lack of mechanisms to detect and restrict administrative or maintenance
access to control system components; inadequate identification and control of
modems installed to facilitate remote access; poor password standards and
maintenance practices; limited use of VPN configurations in control system
networks.

7

Lack of quick and easy tools to detect and report on anomalous or
inappropriate activity among the volumes of appropriate control system
traffic.

8

Dual use of critical control system low-bandwidth network paths for noncritical traffic or unauthorized traffic.

9

Lack of appropriate boundary checks in control systems that could lead to
“buffer overflow” failures in the control system software itself.

10 Lack of appropriate change management or change control on control system
software and patches.
To summarize the top ten vulnerabilities: there is a lack of security awareness,
procedures and implementation of these procedures to address security in PCNs.
Most of these vulnerabilities can be covered by controls similar to regular office
IT. We will come to that later on in Section 7.2.
Another design issue with PCNs is that they were designed to counter threats
from within the company, while currently the real threat comes from the external
environment [PACO04].
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In addition, the scale on which cyber attacks occur and the nature of these
attacks only makes matters worse.

5.3.3

Cyber attacks on the rise

The CERT Coordination Center has kept statistics on the number of incidents that
have been reported to them between 1988 and 2003 [CERT09] which resulted in
the following:

Figure 8 - Intruder knowledge versus attack sophistication [CERT09-1]
These statistics show that the knowledge which is required for an attacker to
carry out cyber attacks has dropped over time, while the attack sophistication has
increased over time. This means that more people are able to carry out more
sophisticated attacks, resulting in a rising threat to PCNs. This is also supported
by other statistics collected by CERT. These statistics show a dramatic increase in
reported incidents: from 10.000 incidents reported in 1999 to 140.000 incidents
reported in 2003 [CERT09-1].
When specifically considering incidents related to 22 majors companies in the
energy, oil & gas, food and water industries worldwide, there is a serious shift in
the kinds of incidents occurring. At the end of 2001 the typical incident profile
was 58% accidental, 15% internal and 27% external. Three months later external
attacks represented 61% of incidents, compared with 32% accidental, 2%
internal and 5% others [PROC09]. This shows that PCNs are becoming targeted
by hackers (external threats) more often.

5.3.4

PCN security difficulties and risks

As described in Section 4.2, most of the PCNs can be considered as legacy
(unsupported) systems. Systems which have been in operation for many years
[NIST09] are hard to secure and old systems are often not designed to be secure
in the first place (because these systems were designed to operate in an isolated
environment). At that time it did not make a lot of sense to secure a system
which is physically isolated. This is a big difference with office IT systems, which
are replaced every three to five years and are kept up to date to the latest
developments in IT security (although many security problems even exist in this
domain). Many PCNs were put into operation to control a certain production
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environment more than 10 years ago and were not changed or patched unless
there was a specific need from the production environment to do so. This is
because PCNs can be considered to be mission critical and high availability
systems. Making updates to these systems might result in a direct loss of
production when systems need to be taken offline, or worse, if updates are
insufficiently tested and result in failures. Therefore, the statement “don’t fix it if
it ain’t broken” is often applied for PCNs.
In the office IT environment, penetration testing is a regular method to identify
vulnerabilities in the IT infrastructure. However, this is not common and even
dangerous for PCNs. The result of performing security testing on these systems
might lead to unpredictable results in the process control systems. An example
was given in footnote 1 at page 17. The risk for loss of production is most often
unacceptable [NISC09].

5.3.5

PCN root-cause overview

In this section, all previously identified risks and issues in this thesis have been
categorized and summarized. We were able to cluster these risks into 8 main
root-cause categories. We will describe these 8 categories in the next
subsections.
We will make use of the STRIDE model as introduced in Section 2.4 to identify
possible threats. Based upon these threats controls will be selected in Section 6.4
titled “Frameworks used for evaluation in this thesis”.

5.3.5.1 Unsupported systems
The first category of root-causes for PCNs is related to the fact that most PCNs
are unsupported systems. Because these systems were not designed to meet
today’s demands, this causes problems. There is not much which can be done
about the fact that PCNs are often unsupported systems. It is important,
however, to realize that these systems are limited in their use and must be
handled with care. For the lifetime of the implemented PCNs, these properties of
PCNs have to be taken into account when considering security robustness or the
ability to audit these systems.
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The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:

•

Systems which
have been in
operation for
many years are
hard to secure
[NIST09]

•

Old systems
are often not
designed to be
secure in the
first place
[NIST09]

Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

X

X

X

X

X

X

Performing audits
on live PCNs by
interacting with it
may be dangerous,
because these
systems were not
designed to
respond to
(automated) scans
and may act on
these scans in
unpredictable ways
[DUG05]

X

Table 3 - Unsupported systems and STRIDE threats

5.3.5.2 Increased interconnectivity
The second category of root-causes for PCNs is related to the increase in
connectivity to PCNs (refer to Section 3.4). The PCNs are interconnected, or
connected to the office network, the Internet or wireless access points for
example. This increased connectivity results in increased access to the PCNs,
which increases risks for unauthorized access to these production networks. This
is why it is important to restrict traffic between office IT systems and the PCN and
associated systems. Only those systems or people who need access from a
business perspective should be allowed to communicate to specific and
documented components within the PCN. Similar filtering rules and firewalls such
as implemented for mature office IT environments may also be appropriate for
this category.
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The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:
Spoofing
identity

•

Poorly
designed
control system
networks that
fail to
compartmentali
ze
communication
connectivity
[MCA09],
[DHS08]

•

Changes from
isolated
systems to
fully
interconnected
systems
introduced new
risks to the
“Industrial IT”
which refers to
Section 2.1

•

The
interconnectivit
y between the
PCN and the
corporate
network (office
IT) [SECF03]

•

No firewalls
between the
PCN and the
corporate
network
(insufficient
filtering)
[SECF03]

•

Inadequate
identification
and control of
modems
installed to
facilitate
remote access
[MCA09],
[DHS08]

•

Connecting a
third party
network

Tampering
with data
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Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

X

X

Elevation
of
privilege
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Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

X

X

X

X

X

X

directly to the
power plant
corporate
network
[SECF03]
Due to the use of
insecure
communication
protocols that used
to be physically
segregated from
the office network
which refers to
Section 3.4.2
Use of
inappropriate or
inadequately
secured wireless
communication
[MCA09], [DHS08]

X

X

Only limited use of
VPN configurations
in control system
networks [MCA09],
[DHS08]

X

X

Connectivity of
PCNs directly to
the Internet
[ENT09], [MCA09],
[GIA09]

X

X

Table 4 - Increased connectivity and STRIDE threats

5.3.5.3 Lack of procedures
The third category of PCN related root-causes originates from the fact that no
proper procedures were in place that describe in what way PCN security should be
implemented. Without procedures it is really hard to implement adequate security
measures, because it would result in unclear instructions for employees
responsible for PCN operation and maintenance. In addition, it is unclear for
management which security measures should have been taken within the
industrial IT.
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The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:

Inadequate
policies,
procedures and
culture governing
control system
security [MCA09],
[DHS08]

Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lack of appropriate
change
management on
control system
software and
patches [MCA09],
[DHS08]

X

X

Table 5 - Lack of procedures and STRIDE threats

5.3.5.4 Bad configuration and implementation of software
The fourth category of root-causes related to PCN security is what we called a
‘bad configuration and implementation of software’. What we mean is that the
way in which the PCN or associated devices are configured or programmed, is
often not the most secure solution within the capabilities that devices actually
have. It is critical to configure PCNs and associated system software in such a
way that risks toward the confidentiality, integrity and availability of PCNs are
reduced.
The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:
Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Untimely
implementation of
software and
firmware patches
[MCA09],
[DHS08],
[SECF03]

Elevation
of
privilege

X

Inadequate testing
of patches prior to
implementation
[MCA09], [DHS08]
Badly configured
operating systems
and embedded
devices that allow
unused features
and functions to be

Denial
of
service

X

X
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Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

X

X

exploited [MCA09],
[DHS08]
Lack of appropriate
boundary checks in
control systems
could lead to
“buffer overflow”
failures in the
control system
software itself
[MCA09], [DHS08]

X

Table 6 - Bad configuration and implementation of software and STRIDE
threats

5.3.5.5 Inadequate logical access restriction
The fifth category of PCN related root-causes is related to inadequate logical
access control. If logical access to the PCN and associated systems is not
configured securely, such as default “factory settings” and passwords,
unauthorized access might take place. In addition, there might be a total lack of
authentication mechanisms, in effect granting access to everyone. It is important
to implement adequate logical access restrictions on PCNs and associated
systems to prevent unauthorized access to industrial IT systems.
The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:

A lack of adequate
authentication of
control system
communicationprotocol traffic
[MCA09], [DHS08]

•

•

Lack of
mechanisms to
detect and
restrict
administrative
or maintenance
access to
control system
components
[MCA09],
[DHS08]

Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

X

X

X

X

X

X

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

X

X

X

Inadequate
restriction of
“trusted
access” to the
control system
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Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

network
[MCA09],
[DHS08]

•

Relying on
“security
through
obscurity” as a
security
mechanism
[MCA09],
[DHS08]

•

Poor password
standards and
maintenance
practices
[MCA09],
[DHS08]

•

Remote logon
settings
unchanged
after personnel
change
[THER01]

X

X

Table 7 - Inadequate logical access restriction and STRIDE threats

5.3.5.6 Inadequate physical access restriction
The sixth category of PCN related root-causes is related to inadequate physical
access restrictions. As identified in Table 2 at page 18, PCNs are highly
geographically distributed. Therefore physical access controls are more difficult to
enforce than in for example a nuclear power plant or data center for Office IT
purposes. Remote components like RTUs and PLCs often have an unprotected
serial link to reprogram these devices and are a threat to the PCN if tempered
with. For these reasons, “inadequate physical access restriction” was added as a
category of PCN related root-causes. The emphasis of this category will be on
preventing illegitimate access over a large area. There are no specific references
made for this category, this is why it will be mapped in its entirety to the STRIDE
threat model.
Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Inadequate
physical
access
restriction

X

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

X

X

Elevation
of
privilege

Table 8 - Inadequate physical access restriction and STRIDE threats

5.3.5.7 Shared resources
The seventh and fore last category of PCN related root-causes originates from the
sharing of resources. Using critical network infrastructure bandwidth for noncritical processes can have its effect on the availability of the critical systems, for
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example. It is important to prioritize different processes and to make sure critical
systems get priority over non-critical processes. It would reduce the risk even
more, if complete segregation of critical and non-critical systems takes place.
However, it may not always be possible to separate these systems without large
investments in additional hardware to facilitate communications over additional
infrastructure.
The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:
Spoofing
identity

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

A failure to employ
sufficient “defensein-depth”
mechanisms
(multiple layers of
security which are
complementary)
[MCA09], [DHS08]

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lack to detect and
report on
anomalous or
inappropriate
activity among the
volumes of
appropriate control
system traffic
[MCA09], [DHS08]

X

X

X

Use of nondedicated
communication
channels for
command and
control and nondeterministic
communication
such as Internetbased PCNs
[MCA09], [DHS08]

X

X

X

Dual use of critical
control system
low-bandwidth
network paths for
non-critical traffic
or unauthorized
traffic [MCA09],
[DHS08]

X

Table 9 - Shared resources and STRIDE threats

5.3.5.8 Lack of adequate monitoring
The last category of root-causes is related to the lack of adequate logging and
monitoring in the process control environment. Intrusion detection or prevention
systems are uncommon in PCNs and logging and monitoring of user activities
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does hardly take place. Unauthorized or uncommon behavior will not be detected
in time.
The list below presents examples of issues already identified in the previous
chapters and related to this root-cause category. The associated STRIDE threat
categories are indicated for each issue:
Spoofing
identity
Ongoing attacks
aren’t detected
right away and can
go on for a while
before potential
detection and
consequently
apprehension
[THER01]

Tampering
with data

Repudiation

Information
disclosure

X

There is a lack of
independent and
PCN specific
monitoring
systems [THER01]

X

Denial
of
service

Elevation
of
privilege

X

X

X

Table 10 - Lack of adequate monitoring and STRIDE threats

5.3.6

How to mitigate these root-causes?

An important question to ask is: How can these identified root-causes associated
with PCNs be mitigated? There are numerous ways to address the security risks
associated with PCNs, and all these solutions need to be made specific for the
environment which is being dealt with. In the following chapter is looked into
available frameworks which may be useful in mitigating the identified rootcauses. A selection will be made and in chapter seven specific risks will be
addressed, partly by making use of these selected frameworks.
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6
6.1

PCN Legislation, Good Practices and
suggested Control Frameworks
Introduction

In this chapter, publicly available frameworks which may be useful in mitigating
the PCN-specific root-causes identified in chapter 5 will be presented. These
frameworks will be briefly discussed and evaluated.

6.2

Legislation

The following legislative framework has been identified for PCN infrastructures.
Because this framework has a legislative origin it is included within our
discussion.
1 - Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)
The US based NERC (North American Electric Reliability Corporation) enforced the
Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) framework and made it compulsory for all
entities responsible for the reliability of the Bulk Electric Systems in North
America [NERC09]. As such we expect it to be a mature framework, which is also
applicable in practice. We are including this framework, because it is an
obligatory framework.

6.3

Good Practices and available Control Frameworks

Many non-obligatory frameworks and good practices already exist for securing
PCNs, so it’s important to make a distinction between these and identify the ones
which are important.
1 - Department of Homeland Security guidelines
The Department of Homeland Security suggests 14 different aspects to which
attention should be given to mitigate the risks involved with PCNs [DHS08].
2 - Department of Energy guidelines
The Department of Energy suggests 21 steps to promote PCN security [DOE02].
3 - Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security
The US based NIST (National Institute for Standards and Technology) has
developed the Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security, which provides
guidance for establishing secure industrial control systems [NIST09]. We are not
including this guide, because this guide is based (in part) on the “Good practice
guide process control and SCADA security” as developed by UK-based CPNI
(Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure).
4 - Good practice guide process control and SCADA security
In the UK, the CPNI (Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure) has
developed nine good practice guidance documents to provide good practice
principles for process control and SCADA security [CPNI09]. The CPNI states that
they have a close working relationship to the security programs being developed
in USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Europe. Because of the international
nature of these documents we have decided to include them within our discussion
in Sections 6.4 and 7.3.
5 - CS2SAT
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The US department for Homeland Security has developed the Control System
Cyber Security Self-Assessment Tool (CS2SAT), which provides users with a
systematic and repeatable approach for assessing the cyber security posture of
their industrial control system networks [CS2S09]. Unfortunately, the CS2SAT
tool is not publicly available and as a direct result was not assessed within this
thesis. We did request a copy for educational purpose; however, this request was
refused.
6 - NIST Special Publication 800-53
The US based National Institute of Standards and Technology published Special
Publication 800-53, Revision 3 in June 2009 [NIST09-1]. Because NIST is a well
known institute, the control framework scope aligns well within this thesis and the
publication is very recent, it will be incorporated within our discussion in Sections
6.4 and 7.3.

6.4

Frameworks used for evaluation in this thesis

As a confirmation for the 8 categories model of PCN related security risks as
identified in Section 5.3.5, we determined that this model should be compared
with the selected frameworks of Section 6.3. Where any important risk categories
are missing, we need to adapt/supplement our 8 categories model accordingly.
The three frameworks we selected are:

•

Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP), NERC [NERC09];

•

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security, NISCC [NISC09];

•

Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and
Organizations (Special Publication 800-53 Revision 3), NIST [NIST09-1].

The argumentation for choosing these specific guidelines is outlined in the
previous Sections.
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7

PCN specific risks

7.1

Introduction

Naturally an IT auditor could make use of a general security framework such as
ISO27001 or CoBIT to audit the security of a PCN. However, we believe that not
all eight identified root-causes identified in Section 5.3.5 are sufficiently
addressed and that some of the differences between Office IT and PCNs require
specific controls. In this section we will discriminate between the root-causes that
are and those that aren’t sufficiently dealt with by general security frameworks in
our opinion. We only want to discuss in detail those risks which are specific to
PCNs and as such deserve special attention in Section 7.3.

7.2

Argumentation: general vs. specific risks

We will now represent the identified root-causes and explain whether or not we
consider them specific to PCNs. We will discuss which risks an IT auditor should
and should not be able to address by making use of general security frameworks,
like ISO27001 or CoBIT.

•

Unsupported systems – A PCN specific risk

Because PCNs operate over a long period of time and as such are hard to update
(e.g. unsupported by vendor, or “don’t fix it if it ain’t broken”), we consider this a
specific situation which is not addressed by any general security framework. We
think that specific measures should be implemented to take this specific
characteristic of PCNs into consideration. This will be discussed in Section 7.3.1.

•

Increased interconnectivity – A PCN specific risk

The subject of increased interconnectivity is one of the primary reasons for
conducting this thesis. We think that some specific aspects which result for PCNs
are not properly addressed within general IT frameworks, such as how to isolate
PCNs from office IT systems and how to restrict access to high-priority systems of
PCNs. This is why this specific risk will be discussed in Section 7.3.2.

•

Lack of procedures – A general IT risk

A lot of procedures regarding PCNs are nonexistent; however, this is not specific
for PCNs. For office IT many procedures are lacking as well. We think that by
making use of a general security framework and this thesis, all relevant
procedures for PCNs will be dealt with and can be documented. As such an IT
auditor does not need additional information to audit PCN procedures.

•

Bad configuration and implementation of software – A general IT risk

It may come as no surprise that with all the functionality of modern IT systems, a
bad configuration and implementation of software is one of the most occurring
problems with IT systems. By making use of supplier documentation or various
other sources of information, it should be possible to gather sufficient information
about the proper way of configuring and implementing the software for PCNs. As
such, an IT auditor should be able to audit these systems using this information.
The only risk remaining is that the default configuration as proposed by the
vendor might be the most functional implementation (e.g. we have seen vendor
documentation stating that default passwords should not be changed), not the
most secure implementation and that changing the system setup might result in
void of warranty.
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•

Inadequate logical access restriction – A PCN specific risk

Limiting the logical access to PCNs is comparable to limiting access to office IT.
Care has to be taken that only those people who need access to IT systems from
a business point of view are able to access IT systems. This is the same for both
office IT and PCNs. However, terminals within an industrial environment may
need to be accessed during production processes. As such, these systems differ
from office IT and may need access in emergency situations (are more availability
constrained). This is why we think we should discuss this subject in more detail in
Section 7.3.3.

•

Inadequate physical access restriction – A PCN specific risk

PCNs are often implemented over a vast physical area. In this way PCNs differ
from office IT. Within standard security frameworks we have not found measures
which properly address physical access restriction over a vast physical area. As
such, we think we should describe in what way adequate physical access
restriction may be accomplished for PCNs. This will be discussed in Section 7.3.4.

•

Shared resources – A general IT risk

As described in Section 5.3.5.7, there is not a lot more to addressing this risk
than to assign high priority services over low priority services and making
additional investments, where needed, to prevent low priority services from
inadvertently influencing high priority services. As such, an IT auditor should be
able to figure out how to handle this risk. Such risks are related to the prioritizing
of specific processes for individual companies. By interviewing company
management and gathering which processes are primary and which are
secondary, it should be possible to assign resources to these processes
accordingly. Moreover, we consider the situations in which shared resources need
to be prioritized to be very situation-dependent. This is why we consider it hard to
define a general approach towards solving this problem for all PCNs. ISO 27001
A14.1 also discusses that company critical processes should be protected from
disruptions in information systems.

•

Lack of adequate monitoring – A general IT risk

Implementing monitoring (facilities) for PCNs at first glance might be considered
to be a PCN specific risk, because PCNs operate in a very specific environment,
compared to office IT. Where office IT systems are quite comparable, this is not
necessary the case when comparing one PCN with the other. However, the way in
which monitoring should be implemented in PCNs is quite comparable to office IT;
there should be a log of which person accessed what device and this access log
should be monitored and correlated to business need. Logging access to all PCN
components may not be possible; however, a general IT security framework
should provide the proper guidance for implementing compensating controls. An
example of a compensating control for the lack of logging facilities of a PCN
component might be logging access to a single point of access to the PCN (e.g.
stepping stone).

At this moment a distinction has been made between what we feel are specific
PCN related risks which can and which can’t be addressed by a general IT security
framework. We will continue our discussion of those risks which can’t be
addressed by a general IT security framework and are specific to PCNs. For a
treatment of general IT security risks (and a general IT security framework), we
would like to refer to the Appendix.
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7.3

Specific risks for PCNs

7.3.1

Unsupported systems

Important characteristics of unsupported systems are that these systems, which
are old in some respects, can’t be changed easily but are needed for operation.
Because updating is hard or impossible (not supported by vendor anymore, e.g.
Windows NT4), a solution could be to implement additional or compensating
measures. For instance, suppose the risk exists that communication between
unsupported systems can be tampered with. Compensating measures outside of
the system, such as isolating the PCN would not require changes to the PCN
components itself. An example to clarify a potential compensating control could
be: employing a secure medium such as VPN, which makes sure that in transit
communication can’t be tampered with (from end to end). Such a solution would
require no change to the unsupported systems (if all other communication
possibilities would be disabled) but would require a new implementation (or
encapsulation by a newer system) which encodes communications onto the
secure channel and decodes communications of the secure channel into a
readable format again.
1 - Comparison with CIP (NERC)
No information was found within the CIP standards [CIP001-1-CIP009-1] to
address how to deal with old or unsupported systems.
2 - Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security,
NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide, unsupported systems are mentioned within the
overview. However, they are not mentioned further within the guide.
3 - Comparison with Special Publication 800-53 Revision 3, NIST
NIST 800-53 describes that a gap analysis needs to be performed for
unsupported systems to determine the types of threats an organization can
reasonably expect to counter. In addition, control SA-8 Security Engineering
Principles, describes that “For unsupported information systems, the organization
applies security engineering principles to system upgrades and modifications, to
the extent feasible, given the current state of the hardware, software, and
firmware components within the system.” This is a statement which says not a lot
more than to behave in a flexible way regarding unsupported systems.

7.3.1.1 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks. We do not feel any framework addresses the risk for unsupported
systems in a way which would not have been obvious from a general framework.
Category

CIP

NISCC

NIST 800-53

Unsupported systems

insufficiently
addressed

insufficiently
addressed

SA-8

7.3.2

Increased interconnectivity

Because PCNs are increasingly connected to the office-IT network, we believe
that filters need to be implemented on all interfaces between the PCN and all
connecting non-PCN networks. Firewalls can play an important role for this
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functionality. These firewalls should block all network traffic which is not
necessary from a business point of view.
Other interconnectivity risks which result from (insecure) wireless communication
could be dealt with by filtering all such communications. Implementing IPSs
(intrusion prevention system) and Firewalls between all external communication
access points and production systems.
Also, it is important to be as strict as possible with providing individuals access to
PCNs and systems which are adjacent to or have direct access to PCN system
components.
A measure which is sometimes employed with office IT systems may also be
employed here: an access server. Such a server functions basically like a guard
house between two networks. All access from one network to the other requires
logging onto the server, which is located between the PCN and any adjacent
network in this case. This is a measure which could work well for controlling
individual access to the PCN.
Access should only be allowed from specific machines on specific ports to specific
machines on specific ports. This should reduce the chance of gaining
unauthorized access to machines. In addition, identification, authentication and
authorization processes should be in place to control the access taking place from
and to specific machines on specific ports.
1 - Comparison with CIP (NERC)
Standard CIP007 Section R2 deals with available network ports and services. It
states that “the Responsible Entity shall establish and document a process to
ensure that only those ports and services required for normal and emergency
operations are enabled”. In addition, subsection R2.3 states that compensating
measures should be implemented “where unused ports and services cannot be
disabled due to technical limitations”. In addition CIP005 Sections R2.3 and R2.4
describe restricting external access to the production environment. (at category 5
“Inadequate logical access restriction”). From the viewpoint of a general
framework could also be concluded that only necessary functionality should be
enabled. Furthermore, filtering is also discussed in general frameworks.
2 - Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security,
NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide several sections discuss this issue. Section
4.3.1 describes that all connections to the PCN should be identified, reduced and
the valid business case for any remaining connections should be ensured. Section
4.3.2 states that connections between PCNs and other systems should be
protected by means of a Firewall and a DMZ. In addition, Section 4.3.3 states
that a valid business justification for all remote access connections should exist.
General frameworks also treat on Firewall and DMZ usage as well as the necessity
of remote connection usage (based on ‘need to have’).
3 - Comparison with Special Publication 800-53 Revision 3, NIST
Isolate security functions from non-security functions, which should result in the
isolation and protection of the systems which perform security functions. In
addition, AC-4 Information Flow Enforcement specifies that “The information
system enforces approved authorizations for controlling the flow of information
within the system and between interconnected systems in accordance with
applicable policy.” Implementing this control should enforce the control of
information within the system and externally connected systems. SC-2 finally
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discusses the demand for isolation of user functionality from information
management functionality. ISO27001 also treats on the subject of ‘isolation of
sensitive systems’.

7.3.2.1 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks. Please note that although the selection of frameworks above are not
al that technical or provide something exceptional, we think these frameworks do
identify important attention points for mitigating interconnectivity issues for
PCNs.
Category

CIP

Increased interconnectivity CIP007 Section R2,
CIP005 subsection
R2.3, R2.4

7.3.3

NISCC

NIST 800-53

4.3.1, 4.3.2,
4.3.3, 4.3.5,
4.3.10

AC-4, SC-2

Inadequate logical access restriction

The problem with restricting logical access to PCNs is caused by a tradeoff; on the
one hand access to PCN system components should be limited to those which are
strictly needed. On the other hand, access to PCNs may be needed during normal
production processes or is needed quickly in case of an incident. This is why it is
necessary to find a middle ground between restricting access to prevent
unauthorized access, while not preventing real-time access to production systems
when needed.
It may be clear that username and password combinations such as they are
employed within the office environment would not be sufficient here. Alternatives
may be considered, such as proximity cards to gain access to systems. This would
overcome the burden of having to input usernames and passwords when quick
access is needed and would still allow some level of security within the PCN
environment. It furthermore improves the convenience for the employee, as most
of the employees in the manufacturing area do not have an IT background.
1 - Comparison with CIP (NERC)
CIP standard CIP005 subsection R2.1 states that an access control model should
be used which denies access by default in such a way, that all access needs to be
explicitly given permissions for. Subsection 2.3 and 2.4 address securing dial-up
access and external interactive access into the ‘Electronic Security Perimeter’ and
ensuring the authenticity of accessing parties. CIP standard 007 states that
technical and procedural controls need to be established and implemented that
enforce access authentication of all user activity that minimize the risk of
unauthorized access.
2 - Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security,
NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide access restriction is discussed in Section 4.3.3
with regard to assessing remote access to PCNs, in Section 4.3.5 which states
that all email and Internet access should be disabled for PCNs and in Section
4.3.14 which states that all access rights should be reviewed regularly and old
accounts should be decommissioned. The latter could have prevented incident 2
(please refer to Section 5.2.2).
3 - Comparison with Special Publication 800-53 Revision 3, NIST
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NIST 800-53 control AC-2 describes “the identification of authorized users of the
information system and the specification of access privileges” and CA-1 is
“intended to produce the policy and procedures that are required for the effective
implementation of the security controls and control enhancements in the security
assessment and authorization family”. In addition, AC-6 discusses least privilege
assignment of access to users.

7.3.3.1 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks. CoBIT describes that “User access rights to systems and data should
be in line with defined and documented business needs and job requirements.”
And furthermore CoBIT describes how all users’ activities should be uniquely
identifiable. User account management deals with the same issues as the CIP and
NIST frameworks do. Besides the specific recommendation NISCC does regarding
excluding Internet access to PCNS, the frameworks do not specify any additional
measures, which CoBIT or general frameworks do.
Category

CIP

NISCC

NIST 800-53

Inadequate logical access
restriction

CIP005 subsection
R2.1, R2.3, R2.4

4.3.13

CA-1, AC-6, AC-7

CIP007

7.3.4

Inadequate physical access restriction

The risk concerning inadequate physical access restriction for PCNs is that it is
hard to secure a network over a large area. For instance, securing a pipe-line
equipped with smart sensors over many kilometers or making sure that smart
sensors over a large industrial site are not tampered with is hard to do.
Securing office IT related sites by employing walls, gates, access gates,
turnstiles, security guards and guard dogs is just not feasible for a large PCNrelated industrial complex. This is why we propose that alternative measures
should be taken.
1 - Comparison with CIP (NERC)
Standard CIP-006 is involved with ensuring the implementation of a physical
security program for the protection of Critical Cyber Assets. This includes
monitoring physical access, alarm systems, the observation of access points
(including video recording) and a maintenance and testing program of the all
physical security mechanisms (at least every three years). However, we feel it is
hard to monitor all physical access when dealing with remote sites, without
implementing special measures, such as using automated monitoring systems
which utilize artificial intelligence (e.g. camera images analyzed by software).
2 - Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security,
NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide Section 4.3.8 states that “physical security
protection measures to protect process control systems and associated
networking equipment from physical attack and local unauthorized access”. And
Section 4.3.9 states that due consideration should be given to the installation of
physical security monitoring. Of course, due consideration should always be given
to the installation of physical security monitoring; this is not specific to PCNs.
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3 - Comparison with Special Publication 800-53 Revision 3, NIST
NIST 800-53 controls PE-3, 4, 6, 7, 18 and 20 treat the subject of inadequate
physical access restrictions. The most relevant controls for physical access
restrictions are PE-6 “Monitoring Physical Access”, which states that investigation
of and response to detected physical security incidents, violations or suspicious
physical access activities should be part of the organization’s incident response
capability. PE-4 “Access control for transmission medium”, states that the
organization should control physical access to information system distribution and
transmission lines within organization facilities. PE-18 finally states that the
positioning of information system components within the facility is such that
potential damage from physical and environmental hazards and the opportunity
for unauthorized access is minimized.

7.3.4.1 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks. However, it is important to point out at this point, that although
some guidelines are useful (investigation of and response to detected physical
security incidents, violations or suspicious physical access activities should be
part of the organization’s incident response capability), a lot of the proposed
measures are simply not feasible for PCNs. For example: it is simply impossible to
monitor 800 miles of pipeline in Siberia. As such additional measures need to be
thought up to address the issue of physical security for PCNs.
Category

CIP

Inadequate physical access CIP006
restriction

7.4

NISCC

NIST 800-53

4.3.8, 4.3.9

AC-2, AC-11, AC7, PE-3, 4, 6, 7,
18, 20

Discussion – Specific versus General frameworks

It is important to note that although the frameworks we selected:
-

CIP (NERC)

-

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security (NISCC)

-

Special Publication 800-53 Revision 3 (NIST).

mentioned specific attention points and effective measures which could reduce
risks for PCNs, we feel that the use of a general framework like ISO27001 or
CoBIT could also have addressed the risks for PCNs as described in Section 7.3.

7.4.1

Comparing ISO27001 with specific risks for PCNs

In our discussion we identified the following specific risks for PCNs:
1

Unsupported systems

2

Increased interconnectivity

3

Inadequate logical access restriction

4

Inadequate physical access restriction

We will try to identify sections of ISO27001 which could also map to the identified
risks. Please note that we will first name the PCN specific risk (e.g. “1
unsupported systems” followed by the various ISO 27001 sections which apply to
this PCN specific risk).
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1

Unsupported systems

The following ISO Sections are related to the use of unsupported systems:

•

ISO 11.6.2 Isolation of sensitive systems

•

ISO 12.6.1 Control over technical vulnerabilities

•

ISO 15.3.1 Control measures for audits of information systems

Control 11.6.2 requires that sensitive systems are put in an isolated computing
environment. Control 12.6.1 requires the timely identification of technical
vulnerabilities and the evaluation and applicable compensation for these
vulnerabilities. Control 15.3.1 finally requires that audits performed on production
systems have to be executed with care and to reduce the risks of disrupting
production processes to a minimum.
Summarizing: ISO27001 describes the identified specific PCN risk for unsupported
systems (albeit in a more general manner than the selected frameworks do).
2

Increased interconnectivity

The following ISO Sections are related to increased interconnectivity of PCNs:

•

ISO 10.6 Management of network security

•

ISO 11.4 Access control over networks

•

ISO 12.2 Correct processing in applications

Control 10.6 requires the protection of information transmitted over networks and
supporting infrastructure. More specifically, 10.6.1 requires protection against
threats for systems making use of transported information. Control 11.4 is aimed
to prevent unauthorized access to network services and the assignment of ‘needto-have’ privilege assignment, the implementation of proper authentication
methods for remote access and the identification of network equipment to
authenticate connections from specific locations.
We think that ISO27001 identifies the problem of increased interconnectivity
sufficiently.
3

Inadequate logical access restriction

The following ISO Sections are related to the identified inadequate logical access
restrictions:

•

ISO 11.2 Management of user access rights

•

ISO 11.3.2 Unattended equipment

Control 11.2 requires the proper registration and revocation of user access rights
to information systems and services and limited assignment of special privileges
to users (amongst others). Control 11.3.2 requires the proper protection of
unattended equipment by users. We interpret that this could for example that
users keep an eye out for abuse of unattended equipment, which could be an
appropriate measure for restricting logical access in a production environment,
which is hard to limit access to.
Summarizing, ISO27001 does not solve all problems of inadequate logical access
restriction; however, the selected frameworks do not solve this problem either.
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4

Inadequate physical access restriction

The following ISO Sections are related to the identified inadequate physical
access restrictions:

•

ISO 9.1 Secure environments

•

ISO 9.2 Security of equipment

Control 9.1 has the goal to prevent unauthorized physical access or damage to
the environment and information of the organization. Furthermore, the goal of
control 9.2 is to prevent unauthorized physical access, damage or interruption the
environment and information of the organization. Control 9.2 aims to prevent
loss, damage, theft, or compromising of company property or interruption of
production activities. These controls are very broad and summarize the goals we
try to achieve regarding physical access restriction.
The same conclusion which was reached for restricting logical access also applies
to physical access restriction.

7.4.2

Conclusion

We have reached the conclusion that a general framework (such as ISO27001)
basically achieves the same result as our specifically selected frameworks do. A
general framework cannot be used to mitigate all specific PCN related risks.
Nevertheless, we would like to present a framework, based upon the frameworks
discussed in Sections 7.3 and 7.4.1 and additional, more specific measures we
came up with ourselves to solve the remaining PCN specific risks.

7.5

Framework

Based upon the control frameworks in chapter 6 and the discussion in Sections
7.2, 7.3 and 7.4, we have come up with the following framework to mitigate the
identified PCN-specific security root-causes.

7.5.1

Proposed control framework

We drafted the following control framework. This control framework can be used
in addition to generic control frameworks (e.g. based on ISO27001) to determine
whether a company is in control over the four most important risk categories
specific to the implementation and management of PCNs. This control framework
includes all PCN specific risks identified in this thesis.
Category

Control

Unsupported
systems
1.1

Sound security policy, architecture, and controls are in place and
cover the secure use of unsupported systems. This policy should
include the use of automated (e.g. audit/support) tools on the PCN.

1.2

Layered protection is applied to unsupported systems.

1.3

Wherever patching is not possible (e.g. because the product is no
longer supported by the vendor), compensating controls are applied
(e.g. physical and/or logical isolation).

1.4

Risks introduced by the use of unsupported systems are indentified
and accepted by management.
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Category

Control

Increased
interconnectivity
2.1

The information system separates user functionality (including user
interface services) from information system management
functionality. The separation of user functionality from information
system management functionality is either physical or logical and is
accomplished by using different computers, different central
processing units, different instances of the operating system,
different network addresses, combinations of these methods, or
other methods as appropriate.

2.2

The organization:
a. identifies all connections to the PCN;
b. minimizes the number of connections to and between the PCN
and ensures that there is a valid business case for any remaining
connections;
c. disables all e-mail and Internet access from and to the PCN.

2.3

The organization:
a. protects connections between the PCN and other systems with a
firewall and demilitarized zone (DMZ) architecture when possible;
b. deploys firewalls with rule bases in accordance with leastprivilege principle;
(i) regularly reviews the Firewall configuration;
(ii) manages Firewall changes under strict change control;
c. implements appropriate firewall management and monitoring
regimes.

2.4

The organization:
a. maintains an inventory of all remote access connections and
types (e.g. virtual private network or modems);
b. ensures that a valid business justification exists for all remote
access connections;
c. implements appropriate authentication mechanisms (e.g. strong
authentication) for remote access connections;
d. carries out regular audits to ensure there are no unauthorized
remote access connections;
e. implements appropriate procedures and assurance mechanisms
for enabling and disabling remote access connections;
f. restricts remote access to specific machines and for specific users
and if possible, at specific times (e.g. only during maintenance
operations);
g. undertakes security reviews of all third parties that have remote
access to the PCN;
h. ensures that remote access computers are appropriately secured
(e.g. anti-virus, anti-spam and personal Firewalls are implemented
and up-to-date).

2.5

The use of wireless networking is avoided in PCNs where possible.
Where wireless networking cannot be avoided, a thorough risk
assessment is carried out and appropriate protection measures are
implemented (e.g. by employing a secure tunnel or other strong
encryption measures).

Inadequate logical
access restriction
3.1

The organization:
a. implements and enforces a password policy for all PCN systems
that covers the strength of passwords and expiration times. It is
recommended that passwords are changed frequently, but where
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Category

Control
this is not possible or practical, alternative appropriate protection
should be implemented;
b. regularly reviews all access rights and decommissions old
accounts regularly;
c. where possible changes vendor passwords from default settings;
d. considers strong authentication methods for critical functions.

3.2

In situations where parts of the PCN cannot support differentiation
of privileges, the organization employs appropriate compensating
controls (e.g., providing increased personnel security and auditing).
The organization carefully considers the appropriateness of a single
individual having multiple critical privileges.

3.3

In situations where parts of the PCN cannot support account/node
locking or delayed login attempts, or the PCN cannot perform
account/node locking or delayed logins due to a significant adverse
impact on performance, safety, or reliability, the organization
employs appropriate compensating controls (e.g., logging or
recording of all unsuccessful login attempts and alerting PCN
security personnel though alarms or other means when the number
of organization-defined consecutive invalid access attempts is
exceeded).

3.4

The PCN employs a session lock mechanism to prevent access to
specified workstations/nodes. Such session lock mechanisms are
automatically activated after an organization-defined time period
for designated workstations/nodes. In some cases, session lock for
PCN operator workstations/nodes is not advised (e.g., when
immediate operator responses are required in emergency
situations). A session lock is not a substitute for logging out of the
PCN. In situations where the PCN cannot support a session lock, the
organization employs appropriate compensating controls (e.g.,
providing increased physical security, personnel security, and
auditing measures).

Inadequate
physical access
restriction
4.1

The organization controls physical access to PCN distribution and
transmission lines within organizational facilities. Outside of
organizational facilities, the PCN needs to be physically robust (e.g.
tamper - or sabotage-proof).

4.2

The organization:
a. monitors physical access to the PCN to detect and respond to
physical security incidents;
b. reviews physical access logs regularly;
c. coordinates results of reviews and investigations with the
organization’s incident response capability;
d. takes precautions to prevent accidents caused by networkcontrolled physical machinery.

4.3

The organization controls physical access to the PCN by
authenticating visitors before authorizing access to the facility
where the PCN resides other than areas designated as publicly
accessible.

4.4

The organization positions PCN components within dedicated
facilities or physically inaccessible locations (e.g. underground) to
minimize the opportunity for unauthorized access to these
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Category

Control
components.

4.5

In situations where physical access to the PCN (e.g., workstations,
hardware components, field devices) predefines account privileges
or where parts of the PCN (e.g., certain remote terminal units,
meters, and relays) cannot support account management, the
organization employs appropriate compensating controls (e.g.,
providing increased physical security, personnel security, intrusion
detection, auditing measures).

4.6

The organization considers PCN safety and security
interdependencies. The organization considers access requirements
in emergency situations. During an emergency-related event, the
organization may restrict access to PCN facilities and assets to
authorized individuals only. PCNs are often constructed of devices
that either do not have or cannot use comprehensive access control
capabilities due to time-restrictive safety constraints. Physical
access controls and defense-in-depth measures are used by the
organization when necessary and possible to supplement PCN
security when electronic mechanisms are unable to fulfill the
security requirements of the organization’s security plan.

4.7

The entire PCN is to be secured, including remote sites. The entire
perimeter of the production facility is to be monitored at all times
(e.g. cameras, security personnel). Wherever this is deemed
unfeasible, compensating controls by utilizing locks or physical
protection should be employed.
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8

Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1

Conclusions

We started this thesis with the definition of the main research question. This
research question was deducted into multiple sub-questions that will be answered
in the sections below. The answers to the sub-questions are followed by the
answer to the main research question.

8.1.1

What are Process Control Networks?

The first research question requested for a description of PCNs (Process Control
Network). Chapter 3 introduced the reader into PCNs. Specific terminology and
different components in a PCN were discussed. Specific characteristics, like many
unsupported systems and recent changes like the increased interconnectivity of
PCNs were also discussed. These specific characteristics of PCNs form the basics
of this thesis.

8.1.2

Differences between PCNs and Office IT

The second deducted research question was formulated as follows: What are the
most important differences between PCNs (“Industrial IT”) and “Office IT”?
In Chapter 4, the differences between PCNs and Office IT are discussed. One of
the most important differences is the impact that can be caused by a security
compromise in a PCN. An enterprise network security breach (Office IT) might
result in (large) financial consequences, customer privacy might be compromised,
systems might need to be rebuilt, spam might get sent, and so on. But life goes
on. When a PCN security breach takes place, property (e.g. physical goods) might
be destroyed, with often very large financial consequences and people might get
hurt or even killed. This was illustrated with some recent incidents.
One of the other important differences are the different priorities for
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability. In the Office IT environment, in most
cases the confidentiality (e.g. patents, privacy related information, BI
information) is more important than the availability. However, in the PCNs, the
availability is more important than the confidentiality (e.g. shutdown of a whole
plant if some parts malfunction).
There are two more important differences we would like to mention in this
conclusion. The lifetime of a PCN in general is much longer than the lifetime of
Office IT, resulting in many unsupported systems. Furthermore, physical
boundaries are less easy to protect in PCNs, as a number of components often
reside in remote locations while most critical infrastructure is protected in
datacenters for Office IT.

8.1.3

PCN most important risks and threats

The third deducted research question was formulated as follows: What are the
most important risks and associated threats that are related to the
implementation and management of PCNs?
In Chapter 5, we discussed risks and threats deducted from a number of recent
incidents related to PCNs. These risks were analyzed for a root-cause and this
resulted in the following eight root-causes:
1

Unsupported systems (e.g. deprecated, not suitable for today’s security
needs, unsupported by vendor);
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2

Increased interconnectivity (e.g. easier to attach via office network or even
the Internet);

3

Lack of procedures (e.g. immature management compared to Office IT);

4

Bad configuration and implementation of software (e.g. functionality above
security);

5

Inadequate logical access restriction (e.g. access control is not desirably due
to safety and default installations);

6

Inadequate physical access restriction (e.g. remote sites hard to secure);

7

Shared resources (e.g. non-critical processes uses bandwidth of critical
processes);

8

Lack of adequate monitoring (e.g. lack of IPS or IDS).

8.1.4

Proposed control framework

The third deducted research question was formulated as follows: What kind of
control framework can be used to determine whether a company is in control over
the risks as introduced in sub-question 3?
In Chapter 6, we introduced several legislative and available good practice control
frameworks that are specifically designed for the management of PCNs. Out of
these frameworks, three frameworks appeared to be the most suitable for
mitigating the risks related to PCNs. These frameworks are:
1

CIP standards as published by NERC;

2

Good Practice Guide Process Control and SCADA Security as published by
NISCC;

3

Special publication 800-53 Revision three as published by NIST.

In Chapter 7, we discussed that part of the identified root-causes (e.g. lack of
procedures) can be covered by generic control frameworks like ISO27001 and
COBIT.
In Section 7.4 we discussed that the identified root-causes can just as well be
analyzed by employing a general framework as employing specific frameworks. It
should be noted, however, that the specific frameworks are less general in
proposed measures. An example was given of controls from ISO27001 that
address the identified ‘Risks specific to PCNs’ as identified:
1

Unsupported systems;

2

Increased interconnectivity;

3

Inadequate logical access restriction;

4

Inadequate physical access restriction.

For each of these four PCN-specific root-causes, we discussed whether they are
sufficiently covered by the three frameworks that appeared to be the most
suitable for mitigating the risks related to PCNs. As none of these control
frameworks seemed to cover the specific root-causes more adequately than
ISO27001, this resulted in the combined and complemented (additions by the
authors) control framework which is presented in Section 7.5.1 “Proposed control
framework”.
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8.1.5

Main research question

The sub-questions as answered above also contain the answer to the main
research question as presented below:
“What are currently the most important risks that are exposed to the
implementation and management of PCNs and how can we determine whether a
company is in control over current implementations and management?”
For all identified risks in this thesis, a general control framework like ISO27001
and CoBIT can be used to determine whether a company is in control over current
implementations and management. We suggest using the control framework as
presented in this thesis for solving what we called “PCN specific risks”. The other
eight identified risks should also be solved by employing a general framework.

8.2

Recommendations

For the IT audit postgraduate programs and IT auditors in general, the “Office
IT” environment is the main area of research. This thesis described that recent
changes in the PCNs like how the interconnectivity with the Office IT environment
resulted in new risks that can even threaten the lives of people. Therefore, we
recommend the IT auditor to learn about the basic principles of PCNs and their
impact on the company in order to be able to include these kinds of networks in a
regular IT audit. The framework presented in this thesis can be used to determine
whether the most important PCN specific risks are mitigated.
For companies that rely on PCNs for their critical infrastructure, we recommend to
verify the current implementation and management of the PCN as the security of
PCNs will become more and more important. Control frameworks used in the
Office IT environment provide a good starting point for assessing the maturity of
the PCNs. In addition, the controls drafted in this thesis can be used to address
PCN specific risks.

8.3

Further research

Further research could be focused on answering the following research question:
“To what extend is the industry currently in control with regard to PCNs?”
This additional research question sadly could not be answered within the period
for writing this thesis. It will be discussed with KPMG whether this research shall
be done internally or whether this research can be carried out by other students
in the future.
The framework constructed in this thesis can be used for a benchmark to answer
this question. To complete this additional research the cooperation of a number of
companies from the industrial sector is required. To maintain anonymity, at least
three companies need to cooperate on this benchmark. Preferably, more
companies should take part to obtain a realistic benchmark. The cooperation of
these companies could be rewarded by making the research results available
amongst the participating companies. As such, the cooperating companies can
compare their score to the benchmark results. In such a way the cooperating
companies will gain insights into their relative control when compared to their
competitors and may be tempted to participate in the benchmark. Of course,
these results need to be fully anonymized before publication of any kind.
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Appendix I: PCN generic risks
I.1 Introduction
Section 7.2 divided the eight identified risks for PCNs into generic and specific
risks. Section 7.3 described the PCN specific risks and described in what amount
these risks could be controlled by the controls in the PCN specific frameworks
identified in Section 6.4.
We also described that an IT auditor could make use of a general security
framework such as ISO27001 or CoBIT to audit the security of a PCN or at least
cover the generic topics like Change Management, Policies and Procedures, etc.
But as the identified control frameworks also cover generic topics, this Appendix
describes in what amount these generic risks could be controlled by the controls
in the PCN specific frameworks.

I.2 PCN generic risks
I.2.1 Lack of procedures
The following Sections describe till what amount the risks related to lack of
procedures are covered by the three identified frameworks.

I.2.1.1 Comparison with CIP (NERC)
Although the CIP standards may prove insufficient in prescribing actions, they are
very clear that procedures need to be created for (about) every subject
discussed. That said, the CIP standards are mostly concerned with dealing with
accountability and responsibility.
As such, the creation of procedures is sufficiently addressed by the CIP standards
[CIP001-1-CIP009-1].

I.2.1.2 Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process
Control and SCADA Security, NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide the subject of a lack of procedures is dealt with
in part in Section 4.3.14, which states: the framework that provides the security
for the process control systems should be documented, reviewed and updated
regularly to reflect current threats. In addition, chapter 5 of the good practice
guide discusses that procedures are necessary to monitor, evaluate and take
appropriate action in response to a variety of electronic security events.
As such, procedures are addressed. However, the discussion of what should be
documented in what fashion and so forth, lacks sufficient guidance for
implementing a complete procedural security framework.

I.2.1.3 Comparison with Special Publication 800-53
Revision 3, NIST
NIST 800-53 describes extensively the need to “produce the policy and
procedures that are required for the effective implementation of the security
controls and control enhancements” for all controls.
As such, the need to implement procedures is sufficiently addressed.
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I.2.1.4 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks.
Category

CIP

NISCC

NIST 800-53

Lack of procedures

CIP001-1-CIP0091

insufficiently
addressed

Covered, no
specific reference
to Section

I.2.2 Bad configuration and implementation of software
The following Sections describe for what amount the risks related to the bad
configuration and implementation of software are covered by the three identified
frameworks.

I.2.2.1 Comparison with CIP (NERC)
CIP standard CIP-002 states that the identification and documentation of ‘Critical
Assets’ that support the reliable operation of the Bulk Electric System should be
addressed. In addition, CIP standard CIP-003 Section R6 states that “The
Responsible Entity shall establish and document a process of change control and
configuration management for adding, modifying, replacing, or removing Critical
Cyber Asset hardware or software, and implement supporting configuration
management activities to identify, control and document all entity or vendor
related changes to hardware and software components of Critical Cyber Assets
pursuant to the change control process.” In addition, CIP-007 Section R3 states
that all software patches for ‘Cyber Assets’ need to be implemented within 30
days.
As such, configuration management and implementation of software is sufficiently
addressed.

I.2.2.2 Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process
Control and SCADA Security, NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide the subject of software configuration is
discussed in multiple ways. Section 4.3.14 states that a full inventory of the PCN
and components should be documented. Section 4.3.17 states that all systems
should be certified to be under strict change control processes. Section 4.3.11
states that a process for the deployment of security patches for PCNs needs to be
implemented.
As such, the configuration of software and the patching process are addressed,
however, additional information about maintaining a complete configuration
inventory appears to be lacking. As such, the bad configuration of software is not
sufficiently addressed.

I.2.2.3 Comparison with Special Publication 800-53
Revision 3, NIST
NIST 800-53 controls CM-1 through CM-9 describe the development,
documentation and controlled maintenance of a configuration baseline. In
addition these controls describe the impact analysis, access restrictions, ‘least
functionality’ and inventory of all configuration items involved with regard to
configuration management of all information system components. SI-2 “flaw
remediation” states that information system flaws need to be identified, reported
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and corrected. In addition, it states that a flaw remediation process needs to be
managed and software updates need to be installed automatically.
As such, configuration management and implementation of software is sufficiently
addressed.

I.2.2.4 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks.
Category

CIP

NISCC

Bad configuration and
implementation of
software

CIP002, CIP003
4.3.11
Section R6,
CIP007 Section R3

NIST 800-53

CM-1 through
CM-9 and SI-2

I.2.3 Shared resources
The following Sections describe till what amount the risks related to shared
resources are covered by the three identified frameworks.

I.2.3.1 Comparison with CIP (NERC)
No information was found within the CIP standards [CIP001-1-CIP009-1] to
address how to deal with shared resources.
As such, shared resources were insufficiently addressed.

I.2.3.2 Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process
Control and SCADA Security, NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide Section 4.3.1 states that PCNs should be
segregated or isolated from other networks where possible. Also dedicated
infrastructure should be implemented for mission or safety critical PCNs
As such, shared resources are sufficiently addressed.

I.2.3.3 Comparison with Special Publication 800-53
Revision 3, NIST
NIST 800-53 control SC-6 describes that the information system should limit the
use of resources by priority. The aim of this control is to “help prevent a lowerpriority process from delaying or interfering with the information system servicing
any higher-priority process”. The sharing of resources resulting in the negative
influence of high priority processes should be limited by this control.
As such, shared resource protection is sufficiently addressed.

I.2.3.4 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks.
Category

CIP

NISCC

NIST 800-53

Shared resources

insufficiently
addressed

4.3.1

SC-6
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I.2.4 Lack of adequate monitoring
The following Sections describe till what amount the risks related to the lack of
adequate monitoring are covered by the three identified frameworks.

I.2.4.1 Comparison with CIP (NERC)
CIP standard CIP005 Section R4 states that electronic access should be monitored
and logged at access points to the ‘Electronic Security Perimeter’ 24/7. In
addition, CIP007 Section R4 states that anti-virus and malware prevention tools
should be implemented, to “detect, prevent, deter and mitigate” malware.
Section R6 states that automated tools or process controls to monitor system
events related to cyber security should be implemented.
As such, adequate monitoring is sufficiently addressed.

I.2.4.2 Comparison with Good Practice Guide Process
Control and SCADA Security, NISCC
In the NISCC good practice guide Section 4.3.9 addresses system monitoring. It
states (amongst others) the following: “Monitor in real-time process control
systems to identify unusual behavior which might be the result of an electronic
incident … A variety of parameters should be defined and monitored in real-time
and compared with system baselines for normal operation to provide an indication
of unusual behavior.”
As such, adequate monitoring is sufficiently addressed.

I.2.4.3 Comparison with Special Publication 800-53
Revision 3, NIST
NIST 800-53 control SI-4 describes that information system monitoring should
include both external and internal monitoring. External monitoring is defined as
the observation of events occurring at the perimeter of the network and internal
monitoring is defines as the observation of events within the network. Control CA7 describes the monitoring of security controls in the information system. Both
controls combined make sure that both the security controls which enable
monitoring are effective as well as system monitoring itself.
As such, adequately monitoring is sufficiently addressed.

I.2.4.4 Summary
The table below summarizes the applicable controls from each of the available
frameworks.
Category

CIP

NISCC

NIST 800-53

Lack of adequate
monitoring.

CIP005 Section
R4, CIP007
Sections R4, R6

4.3.9

SI-4, CA-7
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Appendix II: Terms and terminology
Used abbreviations
BI

Business Intelligence

CS2SAT

Control System Cyber Security Self-Assessment Tool

ERP

Enterprise Resource planning

GUI

Graphical User Interfaces

HCI

Human Computer Interface

HMI

Human Machine Interface

IPS

Intrusion Prevention System

IT

Information Technology

LAN

Local Area Network

MMI

Man Machine Interface

MTU

Master Terminal Unit

NERC

North American Electric Reliability Corporation

OIC

Operator Interface Console

OIT

Operator Interface Terminal

PCN

Process Control Networks

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

SANS

SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

ROM

Read Only Memory

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

VPN

Virtual Private Network

Terms
CIA triad:
Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the property of preventing disclosure of information to
unauthorized individuals or systems. For example, a credit card transaction on
the Internet requires the credit card number to be transmitted from the buyer to
the merchant and from the merchant to a transaction processing network. The
system attempts to enforce confidentiality by encrypting the card number during
transmission, by limiting the places where it might appear (in databases, log files,
backups, printed receipts, and so on), and by restricting access to the places
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where it is stored. If an unauthorized party obtains the card number in any way,
a breach of confidentiality has occurred.
Breaches of confidentiality take many forms. Permitting someone to look over
your shoulder at your computer screen while you have confidential data displayed
on it could be a breach of confidentiality. If a laptop computer containing
sensitive information about a company's employees is stolen or sold, it could
result in a breach of confidentiality. Giving out confidential information over the
telephone is a breach of confidentiality if the caller is not authorized to have the
information.
Confidentiality is necessary (but not sufficient) for maintaining the privacy of the
people whose personal information a system holds.
Integrity
In information security, integrity means that data cannot be modified without
authorization. This is not the same thing as referential integrity in databases.
Integrity is violated when an employee accidentally or with malicious intent
deletes important data files, when a computer virus infects a computer, when an
employee is able to modify his own salary in a payroll database, when an
unauthorized user vandalizes a web site, when someone is able to cast a very
large number of votes in an online poll, and so on.
There are many ways in which integrity could be violated without malicious
intent. In the simplest case, a user on a system could mis-type someone's
address. On a larger scale, if an automated process is not written and tested
correctly, bulk updates to a database could alter data in an incorrect way, leaving
the integrity of the data compromised. Information security professionals are
tasked with finding ways to implement controls that prevent errors of integrity.
Availability
For any information system to serve its purpose, the information must be
available when it is needed. This means that the computing systems used to store
and process the information, the security controls used to protect it, and the
communication channels used to access it must be functioning correctly. High
availability systems aim to remain available at all times, preventing service
disruptions due to power outages, hardware failures, and system upgrades.
Ensuring availability also involves preventing denial-of-service attacks.
In 2002, Donn Parker proposed an alternative model for the classic CIA triad that
he called the six atomic elements of information. The elements are confidentiality,
possession, integrity, authenticity, availability, and utility. The merits of the
Parkerian hexad are a subject of debate amongst security professionals.
[Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_security]

CoBIT:
The Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) is a set of
best practices (framework) for information technology (IT) management created
by the Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA), and the IT
Governance Institute (ITGI) in 1996. COBIT provides managers, auditors, and IT
users with a set of generally accepted measures, indicators, processes and best
practices to assist them in maximizing the benefits derived through the use of
information technology and developing appropriate IT governance and control in
a company.
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[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COBIT]

Denial of Service:
A "denial-of-service" attack is characterized by an explicit attempt by attackers to
prevent legitimate users of a service from using that service. Examples include
•

attempts to "flood" a network, thereby preventing legitimate network traffic

•

attempts to disrupt connections between two machines, thereby preventing
access to a service

•

attempts to prevent a particular individual from accessing a service

•

attempts to disrupt service to a specific system or person

Not all service outages, even those that result from malicious activity, are
necessarily denial-of-service attacks. Other types of attack may include a denial
of service as a component, but the denial of service may be part of a larger
attack.
Illegitimate use of resources may also result in denial of service. For example, an
intruder may use your anonymous ftp area as a place to store illegal copies of
commercial software, consuming disk space and generating network traffic
[source: http://www.cert.org/tech_tips/denial_of_service.html]

Elevation of privilege:
Privilege escalation is the act of exploiting a bug or design flaw in a software
application to gain access to resources which normally would have been protected
from an application or user. The result is that the application performs actions
with more privileges than intended by the application developer or system
administrator.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Privilege_escalation]

ISO27001:
Part of the growing ISO/IEC 27000 family of standards, is an Information Security
Management System (ISMS) standard published in October 2005 by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). Its full name is ISO/IEC 27001:2005 Information technology -- Security techniques -- Information security
management systems -- Requirements but it is commonly known as "ISO 27001".
ISO/IEC 27001 formally specifies a management system that is intended to bring
information security under explicit management control. Being a formal
specification means that it mandates specific requirements. Organizations that
claim to have adopted ISO/IEC 27001 can therefore be formally audited and
certified compliant with the standard (more below).
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO/IEC_27001]
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Replay attacks:
A replay attack is a form of network attack in which a valid data transmission is
maliciously or fraudulently repeated or delayed. This is carried out either by the
originator or by an adversary who intercepts the data and retransmits it, possibly
as part of a masquerade attack by IP packet substitution (such as stream cipher
attack).
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replay_attack]

Repudiation (Non-):
Non-repudiation is the concept of ensuring that a party in a dispute cannot
repudiate, or refute the validity of a statement or contract. Although this concept
can be applied to any transmission, including television and radio, by far the most
common application is in the verification and trust of signatures.
According to traditional legal practice, a signature on a paper contract or
memorandum may always be repudiated by the signatory. Such repudiation may
take one of two forms: The signatory may claim fraud or forgery, such as "I did
not sign that." Alternately, he/she may accept the signature as authentic but
dispute its validity due to coercion, as in the scenario of blackmail or confessions
given under torture.
The legal burden of proof differs depending upon the repudiation reason. In the
former scenario the burden of proof typically rests on the party claiming validity,
while in the latter it shifts to the signatory claiming lack thereof.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-repudiation]

Script kiddie:
In hacker culture, a script kiddie, or skiddie, occasionally script bunny, skid, script
kitty, script-running juvenile (SRJ), or similar, is a derogatory term used to
describe those who use scripts or programs developed by others to attack
computer systems and networks. It is generally assumed that script kiddies are
juveniles who lack the ability to write sophisticated hacking programs or exploits
on their own, and that their objective is to try to impress their friends or gain
credit in computer-enthusiast communities.
[Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Script_kiddie]

SAP system:
SAP Implementation is the whole of processes that defines a complete method to
implement the Enterprise Resource Planning SAP ERP software in an organization.
The SAP implementation method described in this entry is a generic method and
not a specific implementation method as such. It is based on best practices and
case studies from various literature sources and presents a collection of processes
and products that make up a complete implementation method to allow any
organization to plan and execute the implementation of SAP software.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_Implementation]
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Sniffing:
A packet analyzer (also known as a network analyzer, protocol analyzer or sniffer,
or for particular types of networks, an Ethernet sniffer or wireless sniffer) is
computer software or computer hardware that can intercept and log traffic
passing over a digital network or part of a network.[1] As data streams flow
across the network, the sniffer captures each packet and, if needed, decodes and
analyzes its content according to the appropriate RFC or other specifications.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_analyzer]

Spoofing:
In the context of network security, a spoofing attack is a situation in which one
person or program successfully masquerades as another by falsifying data and
thereby gaining an illegitimate advantage.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spoofing_attack]

STRIDE:

Spoofing identity. An example of identity spoofing is illegally accessing and then
using another user's authentication information, such as username and password.

Tampering with data. Data tampering involves the malicious modification of data.

Examples include unauthorized changes made to persistent data, such as that
held in a database, and the alteration of data as it flows between two computers
over an open network, such as the Internet.

Repudiation. Repudiation threats are associated with users who deny performing

an action without other parties having any way to prove otherwise—for example,
a user performs an illegal operation in a system that lacks the ability to trace the
prohibited operations. Nonrepudiation refers to the ability of a system to counter
repudiation threats. For example, a user who purchases an item might have to
sign for the item upon receipt. The vendor can then use the signed receipt as
evidence that the user did receive the package.

Information disclosure. Information disclosure threats involve the exposure of

information to individuals who are not supposed to have access to it—for
example, the ability of users to read a file that they were not granted access to,
or the ability of an intruder to read data in transit between two computers.

Denial of service. Denial of service (DoS) attacks deny service to valid users—for
example, by making a Web server temporarily unavailable or unusable. You must
protect against certain types of DoS threats simply to improve system availability
and reliability.
Elevation of privilege. In this type of threat, an unprivileged user gains privileged

access and thereby has sufficient access to compromise or destroy the entire
system. Elevation of privilege threats include those situations in which an
attacker has effectively penetrated all system defenses and become part of the
trusted system itself, a dangerous situation indeed.
[Source: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms954176.aspx]
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TCP/IP:
The TCP/IP model is a description framework for computer network protocols
created in the 1970s by DARPA, an agency of the United States Department of
Defense. It evolved from ARPANET, which was the world's first wide area network
and a predecessor of the Internet. The TCP/IP Model is sometimes called the
Internet Model or the DoD Model.
The TCP/IP model, or Internet Protocol Suite, describes a set of general design
guidelines and implementations of specific networking protocols to enable
computers to communicate over a network. TCP/IP provides end-to-end
connectivity specifying how data should be formatted, addressed, transmitted,
routed and received at the destination. Protocols exist for a variety of different
types of communication services between computers.
TCP/IP is generally described as having four abstraction layers (RFC 1122). This
layer architecture is often compared with the seven-layer OSI Reference Model;
using terms such as Internet Reference Model in analogy is however incorrect as
the Internet Model is descriptive while the OSI Reference Model was intended to
be prescriptive, hence Reference Model.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TCP/IP_model]
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